Why Major in Philosophy at UNO?

If you want to go to law school, then you must do well on the Law School Admission Test® (LSAT).

The LSAT assesses analytical reasoning skills:

- recognizing, reconstructing, and evaluating arguments
- making valid inferences
- recognizing logical equivalences

Logic, which is a core subfield of Philosophy, is devoted entirely to developing analytical reasoning skills. Since only Philosophy majors are required to study logic, Philosophy majors score higher than ANY major on the LSAT.

Since lawyers, like philosophers, must master analytical reasoning both verbally and in writing, the **B.A. IN PHILOSOPHY, PRE-LAW CONCENTRATION** is an excellent major if you plan to go to law school to earn a J.D. (‘Juris Doctor’).

**EVERY** Philosophy major at UNO gets $3,000 AND is eligible for additional department scholarships and awards. Few programs in any discipline anywhere offer this much financial support to its majors. Being a Philosophy major at UNO pays ... literally!

The B.A. in Philosophy at UNO can be completed online, which also makes the Philosophy program at UNO one of the few of its kind anywhere.
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